Abstract-This study developed a load balancing early handoff scheme that enables transfer part of heavy load in a base station to the others using the overlap between base stations in wireless cellular networks. The proposed scheme reduces the new call blocking probability (CBP) and handoff call connection dropping probability (CDP) as well as to increase the resource utilization of wireless networks. Since the scheme is triggered by a connection request received by the base station, it immediately reflects the loading of the base station. The proposed load balancing early handoff policy can be integrated in diverse call admission control schemes. The effectiveness of the load balancing early handoff scheme is demonstrated by integrating it with DMTBR to improve the call admission control function. Additionally, NS2 is used to simulate the load balancing early handoff scheme in a wireless network with wrap-around model. The simulation results show that the proposed scheme can effectively improve the wireless network resource utilization.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the use and convenience of the Internet increases, the requirements for various network services tend to diversify. New mobile communication services are used not just for conventional voice-based services, but also for multimedia applications [1] . Hence, it is important to utilize resources appropriately to meet various traffic characteristics, such as bandwidth, delay time, and call drop probability.
Cellular networks commonly use handoff when a mobile device is moving from the current serving cell to a new cell in order to provide continuous communication. Handoff can be requested by the mobile device or by the base station. A failed handoff procedure may result from a base station dropping the call for various reasons, e.g., lack of resources; it will force termination of the communication in progress. Two important factors in the QoS of wireless cellular networks are handoff call drop probability (CDP) and new call blocking probability (CBP) [2] [3] [4] .
Mobile service users are highly sensitive to service interruptions. Services should not be stopped when a user moves from a current service base station to another because an abruptly terminated call is more annoying than a blocked call. To provide an uninterruptible communication service, the handoff process should be performed smoothly and without affecting existing services. The destination base station must have sufficient resources for the handoff.
The most common architecture for mobile communications is the cellular network. A land area is divided into regularly shaped cells. The most common shape is the hexagon. Therefore, each hexagon-shaped cell has six adjacent neighbors and overlapping coverage on each side. Overlapping coverage areas can access multiple services from different base stations. Users in the overlapping coverage area can choose which base station to access.
Based on the overlapping features of the base station in wireless cellular networks, this study proposes a load balancing early handoff scheme (LBEHS). Multiple cellular base stations cooperate to balance load in each base station and improve the system capability. The proposed LBEHS is able to integrate with different admission control policies. The DMTBR [5] is used to demonstrate the integration and NS2 [6] [7] is used to simulate the network environment and the usagesituations. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme outperforms conventional schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related works. Section 3 describes the system design of load balancing early handoff scheme. Next, we analysis the performance of multiple-threshold bandwidth reservation scheme in section 4. The simulations are verifying the effectiveness of the proposed scheme and results are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 draws conclusions.
Due to limited wireless network bandwidth, network system resources must be managed effectively, and bandwidth must be distributed properly for different communication requirements. Therefore, effective admission controls and resource allocation schemes are essential. Admission control policies can be categorized as fixed channel allocation (FCA) and dynamic channel allocation (DCA). The FCA is designed for a network with known modeling features that cannot be used in a dynamic networking environment. In contrast, DCA is appropriate for dynamic networks. The related literature is discussed below.
Reference [8] introduced and compared fixed, dynamic, and hybrid allocation schemes, and discussed the effect of handoffs and prioritization schemes; [9] [10] [11] discussed the effect of handoffs and prioritization schemes. In a series of studies [11] [12] authors categorized admission control into guard channel schemes and queuing priority schemes. The prioritized and non-prioritized handoff schemes with FCA are proposed in [13] . Furthermore, [14] compared the effects of FCA communication networks on user load, user mobility and the distribution of users among cells. To improve the efficiency of system resource usage, [15] proposed a queuing algorithm for new call requests to increase the system capacity of an FCA handoff channel reservation scheme. The designed first-in-first-out queue can reserve more channels for handoffs compared to conventional schemes. The performance improvement was studied in [16] by using channel allocation schemes in Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) type of Digital Mobile Cellular systems. Reference [17] explored dynamic channel allocation combined with reservation and used soft reservation to adjust the number of reserved channels by monitoring network parameters. A QoS adaptation framework was proposed in [18] that stabilizes frequent handoffs in wired high speed ATM networks with different approaches: application layer adaptation and network layer adaptation. Reference [5] proposed a dynamic multiple-threshold bandwidth reservation scheme to adjust reservation bandwidth. In [5] [19], they granted differential priorities to different traffic classes, including new and handoff traffic and adjusts bandwidth reservation thresholds. Reference [20] proposed an application-aware scheme and classified traffic as TCP and Simple UDP to enhance network utilization. Reference [21] used local information to predict resource demands and to determine the resources available for handoff calls in multimedia wireless IP networks.
Studies of load balancing issues include changing different Internet gateways in a mesh network [22] and allowing the mobile device to migrate to the existing network when the new network is saturated [23] . In an IEEE 802.16j wireless network environment, a multi-hop relay can extend network coverage [24] . A mobile station can access a base station through multi-hop relay stations. Reference [25] proposed a path selection algorithm for improving overall network performance.
Mobility direction is another important factor in handoff because it enables the target cell to reserve resources for the handoff call. Reference [26] used aggregate history to predict the direction of movement by mobile users and hand-off times in a call. GPS measurements can determine the direction of movement by mobile users and sending channel reservation requests for possible handoff calls to neighboring cells [27] . Reference [28] integrated GPS-based handoff prediction and proposed a dynamic guard bandwidth scheme that considers changes in handoff parameters and changes in terrain and manmade features. In [29] , combined stochastic information with topological information in micro-cellular environments is used to predict the next handoff cell.
III. LOAD BALANCING EARLY HANDOFF SCHEME
Cellular network works networks use groups of cells to extend their coverage area. Multiple base stations can provide full coverage, but they may cause an overlap in the overlap coverage area between each adjacent base station. After accessing a serving base station (SBS), mobile users tend to move to another base station without disconnecting its service(s). Therefore, a service is required to transfer the connection(s) to the target base station. This procedure is called handoff or handover. Fig.  1 shows how a mobile node (MN) in an overlapping area provides access to BS A or BS B resources. Generally, the coverage depends on the signal strength. As the system load of a base station increases, the usable resources decrease. In this situation, the proposed load balance early handoff scheme requests an MN Fig. 3 shows the early handoff procedure. When the BS A has a load increase or resource leaks, the early handoff procedure is triggered. The BS A sends a request to the serving MNs in the overlapping coverage area to start the early handoff. The MNs then request the target base station to give permission to handoff. If the target base station does not have sufficient resources to service the handoff connection, it denies permission to handoff. Conversely, the target base station gives permission to handoff and starts the handoff procedure. To improve performance, a bandwidth reservation scheme is implemented on each base station to control the connecting requests and to manage bandwidth resources. However, the proposed LBEHS is suitable for a large network of cells. Moreover, the LBEHS can be integrated into various call admission policies. The LBEHS is triggered when the current base station resources are insufficient. The LBEHS can react to the system load immediately and overcome the bottleneck of usage in individual base stations.
A difficult problem is how to integrate LBEHS into the admission control policy. Since the bandwidth reservation scheme manages bandwidth in a base station and does not affect the handoff procedures, it benefits LBEHS implementation and functions like an extension of the original system.
The performance of LBEHS was evaluated by integrating it with multiple-threshold bandwidth reservation scheme (MTBR), which characterizes different traffic classes into real-time and non-real-time traffic; furthermore, MTBR grants new and handoff traffic to each traffic type. The multi-thresholds bandwidth reservation scheme MTBR reserves resources for different traffics by setting up three reservation thresholds to reduce call block and drop probabilities. A connection from a neighboring base station is named a handoff call, and handoff calls are categorized as real time and non-real time calls. For example, video and voice conference calls are deemed as real time connections; emails and file transfer are deemed as nonreal time connections.
Interrupting a connecting call is assumed to be worse than an uninitiated call. The connection quality for a real time multimedia service is also assumed to be more considerable than a non-real time service; it should not be disconnected even though the user is moving continually. According to the conditions above, MTBR grants priorities for traffics are set as: Handoff call for real time traffic > Handoff call for non-real time traffic > New call for real time traffic > New call for non-real time traffic. Fig. 4 shows the thresholds are defined in MTBR for reserve bandwidth for different traffic and connection types. The thresholds are applied to the call admission control policy, and each size should be less than the total bandwidth. 5 shows the system block of call admission control (CAC), which includes MTBR and LBEHS. When an MN attempts to access the base station, the first step is to get the permission from the CAC policy. The CAC queries the MTBR to determine whether the base station has enough bandwidth for the coming connection. If the current base station lacks the resources, the CAC starts the LBEHS process. After LBEHS, CAC checks the current resources again. If the base station still cannot provide services for the connection, CAC rejects the accessing request. The CAC is based on MTBR, which can process handoff and new incoming traffic. Fig. 6 shows that MTBR works with LBEHS for handoff connections. A real time handoff connection has priority and is allowed to access the base station when the bandwidth of the base station is higher than the basic real time connection bandwidth requirement, BWrt BU. Otherwise; the base station executes LBEHS then repeats resources check. If the resources available for a connection are insufficient, the CAC rejects the connection. If the requested connection is non-real time handoff traffic, the available bandwidth should exceed BWnrt + G1 BU. Else, the request is rejected. If a call is initialed in a base station, it follows the process shown in Fig. 7 . The admission policy is the same as in MTBR, and LBEHS is performed only when the base station lacks resources for real time connections. 
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF MULTIPLE-THRESHOLD BANDWIDTH RESERVATION SCHEME
Real time and non-real time new arrival call will be modeled using a Poisson process with parameter λ , and λ , . Real time and non-real time handoff inter-arrival call will be modeled using a Poisson process with parameter λ ,ℎ and λ ,ℎ . We assume that ongoing call (new or handoff) holding time is exponentially distributed with parameter ℎ . The time spent in a given cell, before 
Where 
Where μ = + ℎ , λ = , + ,ℎ , λ , = , + ,ℎ .
Let x=(x0, x1, ⋯, xC) be the stationary probability vector of the Markov chain Q, i.e. = 0, ≥ 0 and = 1. 
Now let
Consequently, the non-real time handoff arrival call dropping probability, denoted by is given by
Consequently, the real time handoff arrival call dropping probability, denoted by ( , ) , can be calculated by
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of LBEHS was evaluated by integrating it with dynamic multiple-threshold bandwidth reservation scheme (DMTBR) [5] , which characterizes different traffic classes into real-time and non-real-time traffic; furthermore, DMTBR grants new and handoff traffic to each traffic type. The DMTBR reserves resources for different traffics by setting up three reservation thresholds to reduce call block and drop probabilities. According to the analysis results in section 4, we dynamically adjust the three reservation thresholds in this simulation work. A connection from a neighboring base station is named a handoff call, and handoff calls are categorized as real time and non-real time calls. A cell wrap-around model [30] was used to simulate the wireless signal coverage environment as Fig. 8 . The coverage area in this example has 37 cell base stations. Each cell has the same bandwidth capabilities and adjoins six neighbors. We use Poisson process is used to control the connection arrives, and the assumptions are 25% real time traffic and 75% non-real time traffic. The connection duration time, cell residence time, and handoff occasion follow have an exponential distribution. Fig. 8 . Cell warp around model [30] The NS2 is used to describe the above environment; call drop probability (CDP) and call block probability (CBP) are observed in different new connection arrival rates. The LBEHS and DMTBR are also compared under different conditions. Additionally, the assumed parameters are shown in Table 1 . 
A. The occasion of early handoff
In Fig. 9 , an MN in Cell A service area at t 0 is moving towards Cell B direction and is expected to leave Cell A at t 2 . At t 1 , MN is in the overlapping coverage area between Cell A and Cell B ; MN can process an early handoff to Cell B when Cell A lacks sufficient bandwidth resources. The T 1 is the average duration of the connection before the early handoff. The T 2 is the average cell residence time in Cell A . The T 1 is related to the overlapping coverage area between both Cell A and Cell B . As the overlapping coverage area increases, T 1 decreases. In contrast, as the overlapping coverage area decreases, T 1 increases. As the number of MNs in the overlapping coverage area increases, opportunities to handoff to neighbor base stations and share the loading of the current base station increase. Table 2 compares handoff times for three situations to observe the effects on the early handoff scheme in different size of overlap coverage area. Table 2 . The real time and non-real time traffic in situation 1 are denoted by EH_DMTBR RT1 and EH_DMTBR NRT1 and so forth in Fig. 10-11 . The CBP in situation 1 is lower than that in situation 2 and 3 in real time traffic; it means the size of overlap coverage zone will positively affect the new call accept rate for real time traffic. However, the CBP is not affected in the lower priority traffic class, non-real time traffic.
The priority of real time traffic for handoff calls is in the first place, as the result the CDP in real time traffic is close to zero in Fig. 11 . The non-real time traffics in different overlap coverage zones are similar due to the priority of the handoff call. However, we still can observe the average of the CDP in larger overlap coverage area is lesser than the others. Therefore, the size of the overlap in coverage affects the performance of the LBEHS. 
B. DMTBR with LBEHS vs. without LBEHS
The effectiveness of the LBEHS is evaluated by comparing CBP and CDP of DMTBR with and without LBEHS in real time and non-real time traffic. Changes in CBP and CDP are observed for different arrival rates of connections from 0.01 to 0.1. Fig. 12-13 show the comparison results.
DMTBR RT (NRT) denotes the DMTBR (non-) real time traffic, and EH_DMTBR RT (NRT) denotes DMTBR with LBEHS (non-) real time traffic. Fig. 12 shows that CBP in EH_DMTBR RT is substantially reduced. Fig. 13 shows the CDP comparison in both real time and non-real time traffic; the result shows that EH_DMTBR outperforms DMTBR. 
C. Load imbalance effect
To determine the effect of LBEHS on the overall system. We compare the both real time traffic and nonreal time traffic in DMTBR with and without LBEHS in a system load imbalance situation. Such as the raise call arrival rate was increased in partial base stations. In this simulation, we assume the six stations: 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 17 perform higher loading than others in Fig. 8 . Fig. 14-15 show the results of system reaction when the partial cell loading is two times higher than average loading. The EH_DMTBR still transcends DMTBR. Fig. 16-17 are the comparison of the partial cells perform four times higher than average loading. Although both CBP and CDP upper then perform in double loading systems in Fig. 14-15 , the LBEHS keeps the system performance and utilization. In this study, a load balancing early handoff scheme is proposed and is able to integrate with various call admission control schemes. We combine the load balancing early handoff feature with the dynamic multiple threshold bandwidth reservation policy as the demonstration. Hence, the system can maintain priorities for different services and balance the system loading. Load balancing early handoff scheme increases usage in individual base stations, especially when the system loading is imbalance. The simulation results confirm that the proposed scheme effectively improves wireless network resource utilization. In the future work, the load balancing early handoff scheme can be applied to numerous physical wireless communication systems, such as WiMAX, LTE or 5G networks as a part of the radio resource management feature.
